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Synopsis

The mechanism of patera formation on Io is unresolved. The geologic processes that form these features reveal critical information about Io’s interior and evolution.
The objective of this study is to determine if patterns exist in the shapes of craterform morphologies and establish quantitative classifications from outline-based analysis.
Craterforms — circular to sub-angular surface depressions of no
implied origin, are observed on every planetary body and supply the primary data source used for geologic interpretations. Craterforms on Io
known as paterae dominate the global geomorphology of its surface [1].
While geologic mapping (e.g., [2]) and studies of patera distribution on
Io [1, 3] evoke their geologic significance in global context, much remains to be understood about the processes that create these unique
forms. The link between Io’s dynamic volcanism and the mechanism of
patera formation is key to developing an understanding of Io's interior
[4], tectonism [5], and crustal composition that cannot be resolved from
modeling alone [3, 6-8].
The ability to effectively differentiate craterforms is a primary and
necessary task of planetary geology (e.g., [9]). While the forms that volcanic processes and impact cratering produce are often similar in shape,
they yield contrasting geologic implications. The unknown mechanism of
formation of paterae on Io is problematic to interpretations of its interior and fundamental aspects of planetary volcanism.
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Analytical Methods

The methods used to quantitatively describe a shape depend on its complexity and
the hypothesis being tested [10]. The primary approach of contemporary shape analysis from outline datasets includes the application of Fourier and Eigenshape derived
methods. Elliptic Fourier Analysis [11-12] uses harmonic amplitudes and shape decomposition to approximate a fit to the edge of a closed curve. Eigenshape analysis [10]
compares craterforms according to similarities and differences in the shape of outlines
that result from empirical shape functions and representation from principal components. The Zahn and Roskies (Z-R) shape function [13-14] (Figure 4) can be implemented in either method to provide a “roadmap” of angular change along a closed curve.
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Figure 4. An example of the Z-R shape analysis to describe the fundamental dif-

ferences in shape between an equilateral triangle (gold, cyan) and an ellipse (purple, red) (ellipticity = 0.5). ф* represents effective angular deviation from circularity.
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The shapes of paterae on Io are compared with simple lunar craters (less
than 14 km), Martian paterae, Venusian paterae, and terrestrial calderas in
Figure 3 using a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of the harmonic coefficients calculated from Elliptic Fourier Analysis (EFA) [11-12] of our craterform outline data. The same procedure is used to classify an outline dataset
consisting of 40 simple lunar impact craters, 26 Ionian paterae, 6 Martian
Paterae, 5 Venusian paterae, 3 terrestrial calderas, and 1 terrestrial impact
crater (Barringer) in Figure 5 (all below).

Procedure

This study employs new methods of quantitative craterform analysis
to extract the information preserved in shape. We examine patterns in
craterform morphology for insights towards the relationship between
geologic form and mechanism of formation. First we collect, process,
and project craterform imagery to acquire shape outlines as Cartesian
x, y coordinates. Then the data are normalized to quantities of shape
using Procrustes superimpostion and a shape function (see Figure 1) or
shape analysis method. Finally, Principal Components Analysis is performed on shape variables to examine shape differences.
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Figure 2 (above) displays examined end-member craterforms interpreted to result
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from various geologic processes. While these morphologies present similarities, analytical differences in shape can be quantitatively derived.
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Figure 5. Principal components analysis of the computed shape coeffi-

cients from Elliptical Fourier Analysis. Squares correspond to inferred volcanic craterforms and circles correspond to impact craters.
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Figure 3 (above) shows the Principal Components of shape using the Fourier coef-

ysis performed on Camaxtli patera (Io) using the
result of the Z-R function, the ф-based approach,
where (фi, фi+1, …) describes shape as a quantity of
net angular deviation from an ideal circular form.
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Figure 1. A visual representation of outline anal-
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ficients calculated from the Elliptic Fourier Analysis (EFA). Interpretable differences in shape from mechanics and geologic setting are easily identified.

Table 1

(Sorted from max ellipticity)
Circularity

Linne
Meteor Crater
Camaxtli
Euphrates
Tupan
Maasaw Patera
Sacajewea

4π⋅A
P²

CCLR

1.022
0.963
0.915
0.817
0.852
0.786
0.864

Ellipticity

b

a

e

↓ Table 1 (left) shows the calculated

1.000
0.971
0.736
0.726
0.716
0.689
0.520

values for circularity and ellipticity of
the craterforms in Figures 2 & 3
(above). While these values show
morphogenetic variability, scalar
values (CCLR and e) are inconsistent
and incomplete descriptors of shape.

Conclusions and Implications

Shape is fundamental to studies of geology. We present the application of
geometric morphometrics to various craterforms observed on multiple planetary bodies. This study establishes the basis for a standard quantitative craterform classification system and constructs context to place new constraints on Io’s surface geology, interior, and thus its evolution. Geometric
morphometrics is an effective tool in planetary craterform analysis and classification. Additional craterform analysis will be used to refine the application of these methods to planetary landforms.
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